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Abstract
This essay takes as its starting point an apparent tension between theories
of democratic deliberation and democratic theories of multicultural accommodation and makes the case that many multiculturalists and deliberative
democrats converge on an ideal of political freedom, understood as nondomination. It argues for distinguishing two dimensions of nondomination:
inter-agentive nondomination, which obtains when all participants in a power
relation are free from rule by others who can set its terms, and systemic
nondomination, which obtains when the terms of a power relation itself are
responsive to those they affect. Because inter-agentive and systemic nondomination do not covary, it is critical to distinguish between them, in order
to build institutions and practices that promote both.
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Imagine a group of people who form a numerical minority in a political society,
and who are structurally disadvantaged—disadvantaged, that is to say, by
institutionalized inequalities in resources, in opportunities, and in the social
capacity to act—vis-à-vis some majority population. Let us stipulate that
these people have developed over time, perhaps in response to shared experiences of subjugation and/or marginalization, practices and institutions with
which they identify as members of this group, and that many experience their
membership in this particular group as, in some deep and relatively enduring
sense, constitutive of their personal identities.
In a situation like this one, a democrat might reasonably adopt either of
two seemingly divergent responses. She might, first, search for ways to bring
members of the subjugated minority into deliberation with members of the
dominant majority: to bring them together, face-to-face, in local deliberative
fora, for instance, and/or to bring their representatives together in democratic
deliberation in legislatures or other representative bodies. Numerical minorities cannot end their subjugation through purely aggregative processes (she
might reason), but deliberative processes and deliberative institutions—
processes and institutions designed to encourage both public-regardingness
and an orientation toward achieving agreement—might prompt those who
are privileged by structural inequalities to think and to act politically in ways
that take into account the good of the disadvantaged.
Alternatively, a democrat might search for ways to promote recognition of
the minority group identity: to acknowledge that identity publicly and affirmatively, for instance, through local school curricula informed by the history, perspectives, and practices of the minority group, and/or to acknowledge it politically,
for instance by defining minority group political rights, perhaps even rights to
group self-government. The most basic democratic norm (she might reason) is
that all persons should be enabled to help shape the laws and the other collective
decisions that bind them. If and to the extent that minority group members are
constrained to advance claims and arguments, and to justify their political preferences, in terms the dominant majority might accept, this requirement places an
unfair, and a democratically unacceptable, burden upon them.
The starting point for this essay is the apparent tension between these
two responses, and more generally between the theories of democracy that
inform them. To be sure, not all multiculturalists are democrats; principles of
multicultural accommodation are not inherently democratic. But they are
very often justified in democratic terms. Democratic theorists of multicultural accommodation might worry that deliberative politics oriented toward
achieving mutual agreement can pressure members of structurally disadvantaged minority groups to conform to dominant norms and standards. At the
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same time, deliberative democrats might worry that politics oriented toward
recognizing social difference can militate against the construction of political
agreement.
In what follows, my aims are two. First, I want to advance a reconstructive
claim about democratic theories of multicultural accommodation and deliberation. Many multiculturalists, I want to argue, understand the purpose of the
accommodation of minority groups to be, not the preservation of canonical
definitions of particular cultures, so much as the promotion of political freedom: that state of power relations in which all participants are enabled, and
equally so, to challenge and to change, or alternatively to defend, their terms.
At the same time, many deliberative democrats assign positive value to contestatory political engagement, on the grounds that consensus-disrupting forms
of communication are freedom-promoting. Hence the tension between the
deliberative and the multiculturalist response to the problems of structurally
disadvantaged minority groups is less severe than it might at first seem.
Second, I want to advance the constructive claim that there exist two analytically distinct dimensions of political freedom, understood as nondomination. Inter-agentive nondomination obtains when all participants in power
relations are free from rule by other agents who are socially enabled to set
the terms of those relations. Impersonal or systemic nondomination obtains
when participants in a power relation achieve collective agency vis-à-vis its
terms. There is no constant relation between these two forms of freedom.
Although, in practice, inter-agentive and systemic domination often appear
together, they do not necessarily. They are analytically distinct, and it is critical
for political theorists to distinguish between them, since they do not covary.
Indeed, in some cases, fostering one form of nondomination may militate
against achieving the other. Hence the challenge is to devise social and political
institutions that promote both inter-agentive and systemic nondomination.
As I advance this argument, I illustrate with the example of African Americans
in the contemporary United States. I focus on this case for five principal reasons. First, African Americans are a structurally disadvantaged minority group,
which makes the case a challenging one for democratic theory. Second, they
are geographically concentrated in older American cities and in inner-ring suburbs, which renders many of the institutional remedies favored by deliberative
democrats and theorists of multicultural accommodation, at least in principle,
workable.1 Third, African Americans tend to self-identify—and also to be
identified by others—racially. Politically, they tend to perceive their fates as
“linked” to that of their racial group, and socio-culturally, they have developed
distinctive traditions, practices, and institutions.2 Nevertheless, African Americans
are, clearly and unambiguously, a heterogeneous group, which points to my
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fourth reason: this case highlights the internal diversity of all collective identities, a characteristic that has grown increasingly important in recent debates
about identity and difference.3 Fifth and finally, this case is one that has been
grossly underattended to by political theorists. As Hawley Fogg-Davis has
argued, although empirical scholars have developed a rich literature on African
American social and political identity, when political theorists take up questions of identity, “they often evade race in general and the case of AfricanAmericans in particular.”4

What Is Deliberative Democracy?
Let us begin, then, with deliberative democratic theory, which developed as,
and is best understood as, a reaction against what is unappealing, or at least
uninspiring, in standard liberal accounts of democratic politics. I want to start
with a brief—and necessarily stylized—sketch of this approach, ignoring
(at first) important differences within the body of work typically labeled
“deliberative democratic theory.” Doing so will help highlight what is distinctive about deliberation-based accounts of the nature, the value, and the
institutional implications of modern democracy.
At least three sets of differences separate deliberative from what deliberative democrats often term “aggregative” accounts of democratic politics. The
first centers on political-psychological assumptions about how people understand their interests and/or their preferences, and about what motivates people to participate in political processes. By the aggregative view, the interests
and preferences that matter the most to political actors are their private interests and their private preferences: what it is that serves their good and/or what
they believe it to be that serves their good. The processes through which such
interests and preferences are formed are exogenous to most liberal-aggregative
models. To the extent that such processes are theorized, interests and preferences are assumed to be more or less stable across political interactions. Political
actors, meanwhile, are assumed to be motivated to advance their private
interests and preferences, even if—by some accounts, especially if—those
are at odds with the interests and preferences of others.5
By the deliberative view, by contrast, political actors are not only, and not
necessarily principally motivated to pursue their private interests and preferences. Instead, they can be motivated to act politically with a view to promoting the good of their political society as a whole and/or the good of all of that
society’s members. Deliberative democrats assume people can be motivated
to pursue the common and/or the collective good, even when doing so undermines their private interests and preferences, as those are understood at the
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outset of deliberation. They can be so motivated (deliberative democrats
assume) because interests and preferences are fluid over the course of political interaction. Interests and preferences are assumed, in particular, to be capable of changing—and in some nontrivial subset of cases in fact to change—in
response to the reasoned exchange of opinions and arguments.6
A second set of differences separating deliberative from aggregative accounts
of democratic politics centers on the normative value accorded democratic
institutions and democratic practices. By the aggregative view, democracy’s
value lies principally in its capacity to track people’s interests and to track
them equally, and/or to fairly aggregate the expressed preferences of those
governed by some set of collective norms. To paraphrase Robert Dahl, people value democratic institutions and democratic practices (by this view), if
and to the extent that they believe the interests and preferences of all subject
to a collective decision should count equally in the process of making that
decision.7 Democracy’s value, then, lies in its capacity to protect and to promote
the interests and the preferences of all.
Deliberative dissatisfactions with this normative vision are, by now, well
known. For a range of reasons, deliberative democrats emphasize, people’s
expressed preferences may not accurately reflect their real needs or their real
wants. Even if expressed preferences accurately reflect what people want, what
is more, those preferences may be morally repugnant, or they may be otherwise
unworthy of (equal) consideration. More generally, deliberative theorists worry
that (to borrow Jon Elster’s language) aggregative accounts of democracy’s
value conflate the logic of choice appropriate to the market with the logic of
choice appropriate to the forum.8 In a political decision-making context, their
claim is—that is, in a context in which the choices people make affect not only
themselves, but all who are subject to the rules and the laws they help determine—
private interests and preferences do not necessarily merit (equal) consideration.
Instead, legitimate political decisions are decisions informed by public-regarding
interests and by public-regarding preferences. Democracy’s value lies principally in its capacity to help uncover these. Democratically legitimate processes
are not those that fairly aggregate individual choices or individual votes, but
rather those that filter from collective decision making nonpublic claims and nonpublic reasons, pushing politics to approximate as closely as possible an ideal
of collective self-government through rational argumentation oriented toward
agreement about ends and means.
A third set of differences follows logically from these first two. Aggregative
and deliberative democrats elaborate distinct sets of practical and institutional implications for their respective empirical claims and normative ideals. If people are motivated politically to advance their private interests and
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preferences, and if the aim of democratic politics is to fairly aggregate those
interests and those preferences, then the best means to realize that aim is the
familiar arsenal of liberal democratic institutions and processes. In a large
and complex modern democracy, this arsenal includes various forms of representative government, in which citizens elect those who rule them, and then
hold their rulers politically accountable. It includes free and fair elections,
adequate and equal political rights, and a legal system centered on the principle of rule of law. If, by contrast, people can be motivated to pursue shared
interests and/or to advance the common good, and if the aim of democratic
politics is to foster mutual agreement about collective decisions, then the best
means to realize that aim will be deliberative practices and deliberative institutions. These include norms of public reason-giving in juries, in constitutional
courts, and in legislatures, and more generally laws and other institutions that
enable and motivate people to engage in the free and equal give-and-take of
public reasons.
Consider the case of African Americans in the contemporary United States.
Black Americans are a geographically concentrated numerical minority, structurally disadvantaged vis-à-vis the majority (white) population. In particular,
African Americans are disproportionately concentrated in the central sections
of older U.S. cities and in older “inner-ring” suburbs: areas characterized by
aging infrastructure, high rates of unemployment and underemployment, high
rates of poverty and social problems associated with concentrated poverty,
and underfunded and underperforming public services, including public schools.
In thinking about African Americans, a theorist of aggregative democracy
likely would assume that both members of this structurally disadvantaged
minority group and also members of racially privileged groups who form the
numerical majority are motivated principally to advance their private interests and preferences.9 Based on this assumption, and on her normative commitment to political equality, she would look for institutional mechanisms to
ensure that the interests and preferences of the former are adequately weighed.
She may look, for instance, to institutions that promote what some call
“descriptive representation,” such as quotas, or majority–minority electoral
districts, or some form of proportional representation, to encourage the representation of urban blacks by people who share their interests and their political preferences.10
A deliberative democrat, by contrast, would search for ways to bring
African Americans who are disadvantaged by structural inequalities into public deliberation with those whom structural inequalities privilege: face-to-face
participatory forms of deliberative engagement, for example. Even in those
instances in which the deliberative democrat looks to institutions similar to
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those the aggregative democrat recommends, she does so for different reasons. A deliberative democrat might make a case for the descriptive representation of African Americans, for instance, on the grounds that it brings to
deliberative fora people who share at least some of their relevant experiences
and perspectives, and who therefore are best positioned to persuade the racially
privileged to sacrifice their private interests and preferences for the good of
all, and/or to reconceptualize their interests and their preferences in publicregarding ways.11 In any case, her aim would be, not simply to ensure that the
interests and preferences of black Americans count, but also—and principally—
to ensure that members of this structurally disadvantaged group are enabled
and encouraged to engage the privileged in political processes through which
they might persuade the latter to change how they understand their interests
and preferences, by advancing claims and reasons they might accept.

Democratic Theories of
Multicultural Accommodation
What of the advocate of multicultural accommodation? How might she
approach a case such as this one? Like the deliberative democrat, the theorist
of multicultural accommodation departs from conventional liberal democratic
theory, both in her psychological assumptions about the interests and the
preferences of political actors, and also in her normative claims about the
value of democratic government. Her view departs from that of the deliberative theorist along these dimensions, as well, and it does so in ways that push
her to elaborate a distinctive set of practical and institutional implications for
democratic commitments. Before addressing these implications, I want to
introduce (as I did in the previous section) a stylized sketch of “the” argument for the democratic accommodation of difference: a sketch that I modify
and complicate in the third section.
One important starting point for theories of multicultural accommodation
is the claim that, as we think about what it is that serves people’s interests,
what people want politically, and what motivates them to participate in politics, we need to consider them, not only as individual political agents and as
members of a political society, but also as members of one or more of the
particularistic groups that comprise the political society to which they belong.
An important part of “who I am” as an individual, the multiculturalist claim
is, is “who we are”: how I identify with particular others. Hence my good is,
in significant part, a collective good. Some of the ends that are most crucial
to my personal well-being, in other words, are ends I can only realize together
with others. The integrity of my social group, to cite one important example,
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or the survival of the community that helps define my sense of who I am,
plays a powerful role in promoting my good as an individual agent.
Granted, to state this view at such a level of abstraction is to fail to attend
to nontrivial differences among theorists of multicultural accommodation.
Hegelian-inspired thinkers, such as Charles Taylor, emphasize the socialpsychological significance of intercultural respect and understanding. For
Taylor, because people forge their understandings of who they are “dialogically,”
that is, because they learn their identities through interactions and exchanges
with others, “[a] person or group of people can suffer real damage, real distortion, if the people or society around them mirror[s] back to them a confining
or demeaning or contemptible picture of themselves.”12 For liberal multiculturalists like Will Kymlicka, by contrast, the well-being that recognition can
secure takes the form of key liberal values and goods, such as individual
autonomy. In Kymlicka’s words, liberal societies should recognize (some)
minority groups “because it’s only through having a rich and secure cultural
structure that people can become aware . . . of the options available to them,
and intelligently examine their value.”13 Post-Marxist theorists, such as Iris
Young, offer yet another rationale for multicultural accommodation. They
emphasize that recognition can help challenge and overturn established social
hierarchies.14
As noted above, I complicate my account of theories of multicultural
accommodation in the section that follows. First, however, I want to draw
attention to their overlapping assumptions about the significance of particularistic identities, as well as their overlapping normative concerns and implications
for institutions of governance. For theorists of multicultural accommodation,
collective identities have a very different political status than do most political interests and preferences. The former, multiculturalists emphasize, are
exceedingly difficult to abandon or to break away from or even to radically
reinvent, without incurring nontrivial costs. Hence, although multiculturalists
who are also democrats share with theorists of aggregative and deliberative
democracy a commitment to basic democratic principles—political equality,
for instance, and collective decision making that is inclusive of all affected—
their normative vision is distinctive in its commitment to an additional principle of multicultural accommodation.
The institutional implications of this principle are different for different
thinkers. For many, the principle directs democratic state actors and members
of dominant identity-groups to recognize—that is, to acknowledge and positively affirm the particularistic identities of—marginalized or minority group
members, by granting them special legal exemptions, rights, and/or privileges.15 In its more narrowly political interpretation, the accommodation of
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minority groups requires recognizing particularistic identities, if and to the
extent that recognition is necessary for political equality and inclusiveness in
a multicultural democracy. Thus Iris Young makes the case for her vision of
“differentiated citizenship” and a “heterogeneous public” by stressing that
politically egalitarian democratic processes require the recognition of (some)
groups.16 In her words, “Political processes of discussion and decision-making
[should] provide for the specific representation of those groups in the society
who are oppressed or disadvantaged, because a more universal system of representation is unlikely to include them in a manner or numbers sufficient to
grant their perspective political influence.”17 Will Kymlicka agrees. In addition to “representation rights” of the sort Young considers, he makes the case
that “national minorities” often demand, and often have a legitimate claim to,
“self-government rights,” such as the devolution of authority from a national
government, and that “ethnic groups” often demand, and often have a legitimate claim to “polyethnic rights,” such as the legal accommodation of, and
public support for, group practices.18
In each case, an important aim of recognition is to enable members of
particularistic groups to enjoy full inclusion and political equality as citizens
of their democratic political societies, without having to revise or suppress
deeply constitutive identities. Absent recognition, a theorist of multicultural
accommodation likely would reject many of the institutions and the political
processes that deliberative democrats recommend. Her principal worry would
be that such institutions and processes, even when formally egalitarian and
even when, on their face, culturally unbiased, in the sense of neutral vis-à-vis
particularistic identities, can embody a false universalism that privileges
members of dominant groups, while marginalizing the perspectives, voices,
and experiences of others.19 Consider, once more, the contemporary United
States: a prominent example of a multicultural society that is, allegedly, a
“civic nation.” As others have argued, even in the United States (and in other
supposedly civic nations, such as France), political culture is firmly anchored
in a dominant national culture: one that is not neutral vis-à-vis particularistic
identities, and which unavoidably inflects democratic institutions and democratic processes.20
In the case of African Americans, the theorist of multicultural accommodation likely would underscore the ways in which minority status and
position of structural–material inequality undermine the formal political
equalities won through the Civil Rights struggles of the 1960s and 1970s. She
likely would note that minority status and structural inequality are intertwined with, and complicated by, various forms of cultural inequality, for
instance, the false universalization of dominant communicative dispositions,
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and the corresponding devaluation of habits and patterns of speech identified
as “black.” Indeed, an established body of social-psychological research
shows that linguistic and other communicative dispositions vary systematically with racial and other particularistic group memberships, and that they
affect how listeners perceive both speakers and the messages speakers communicate.21 Hence even under near-ideal deliberative conditions, including
conditions of formal participatory parity, social inequalities in the capacity to
engage in effective argumentation (to pose problems and to advance claims
and arguments that engage one’s fellow citizens in ways they might find
persuasive) can translate into nontrivial political inequalities.22
The theorist of multicultural accommodation, then, would argue for
supplementing—and in some instances, for supplanting—institutions of aggregative and deliberative democracy with institutions designed to ensure the
political recognition of particularistic group difference. As noted above, the possibilities are many. They include various forms of group rights; group veto
power in contexts in which the members of a group would be disproportionately
affected by a proposed decision; and even, in the case of autonomist groups,
broad and relatively enduring powers of group self-government. To be sure, the
practical differences among these ways of elaborating institutional implications
for multicultural democracy are substantial. In each case, however, the guiding
principle is the same: the public acknowledgment and the political accommodation of particularistic group identities, with a view to promoting inclusive and
egalitarian collective norm making in a multicultural political society.

Recognition as Nondomination
It is not difficult to appreciate the tension between the deliberative and the
multicultural approaches to the case at hand. To aim for mutuality in political
life (the multiculturalist worry is) puts undue pressure on structurally disadvantaged minorities to conform to dominant deliberative norms, including
dominant definitions of rationality and reasonableness. “Why,” a multiculturalist might ask, “should the burden fall on African Americans to persuade
their racially privileged fellow citizens that laws and policies that meet their
needs also promote ‘the common interest,’ or ‘the good of all’”?
Yet, by the same token, to institutionally recognize particularistic identities (the deliberative democratic worry is) may militate against the construction
of common interests and public-regarding preferences. “Why,” a deliberative
democrat might counter, “should extant definitions of racial (and other) identities be institutionalized in American politics, rather than subjected, along
with other collective norms, to democratic deliberation?” Recognition, the
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worry is, undermines the forms of political communication through which
democratic citizens might forge a public will across the particularistic identities that divide them.
Thus characterized, the multicultural and the deliberative democratic ideals seem at loggerheads with one another. In this section and the section that
follows, however, I want to consider the ways in which, notwithstanding the
real differences that separate them, theories of deliberative democracy and
theories of multicultural accommodation are, at least on some readings, compatible. I noted above that both multicultural and deliberative democratic
theories comprise internally complex bodies of work. I now explore just one
dimension of that complexity within each literature, drawing attention to
what I want to suggest is a key concern—a concern with political freedom—
that links (at least some versions of) the two.
For purposes of the discussion that follows, I define political freedom as
nondomination: that state of power relations in which all are socially enabled
to participate effectively in making and remaking the institutions, the policies, the laws, and the other social norms that define their terms. Political
freedom thus understood obtains when all participants in a power relation are
free from rule by other agents who have disproportionate power to set the
terms of the relation and when the participants in the power relation, considered together, achieve collective agency vis-à-vis those terms. I develop and
defend this understanding of freedom as nondomination in the remainder of
this essay. For the moment, suffice it to underscore that nondomination is
social; it is the product of, not natural capacities and incapacities, but rather
actions agents take, including codified and institutionalized human actions.
Nondomination is relative: a matter of, not either/or, but more and less. And
although nondomination can be, it need not be, the intended product of people’s
conscious choices.23
As emphasized in the second section, contributors to the literature on multicultural accommodation stress the importance to individuals of particularistic group identities. An important part of “who I am” and of what serves my
good (their claim is), is “who we are” and what serves our good: as a group, as
a nation, as a people. Not only individual-level experiences, but also collective
values, perspectives, and traditions shape political needs, claims, and desires.
At the same time, however, many multiculturalists acknowledge that social
groups are not naturally occurring entities, clearly bounded, static, and internally homogenous. As Monique Deveaux has observed, for at least a decade
now, contributors to this debate have attended closely to “the internal differences of social and cultural collectivities . . . view[ing identity] as a dynamic
and changing phenomenon, and cultural practices and arrangements . . . as
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sites of contestation.”24 Groups, Deveaux and others argue, are social and
political constructs.25 They are constructs that change over time, even if
only gradually. They are constructs that, at their edges, intersect with and
overlap with one another and that, internally, are heterogenous and often
hierarchical. These characteristics of groups create what Ayelet Shachar has
identified as a paradox within theories of multicultural accommodation.26
Although recognition can help level hierarchies among groups, at the same
time it can facilitate the internal policing of group boundaries and group members, replicating within marginalized communities the very inequalities it
aims to eradicate.
Theorists who share Shachar’s concerns tend to conceptualize group identities in a consciously and explicitly anti-essentialist manner. It is not the
case, they underscore, that identities (including not only racial identities, but
also ethnic and national identities) reflect underlying cultures that take the
form of practices, beliefs, and values shared by all who “have” them. Nor is
it the case that people need for their well-being and flourishing the particular
identities socially ascribed to them, let alone those particular identities in
their orthodox, or in their currently dominant form. To be sure, people need
identities, and all people construct identities in particular social and political
contexts, which position them in relation to particular others. People categorized “black” in the United States construct their identities in the context of
(among other relations) the racial relations in which they find themselves
situated. Yet people’s social group identities never capture fully and precisely their personal identities: their unique ways of making sense of their
experiences in the social world. Nor does any group identity capture all of an
individual’s social identities. Hence forms of recognition that pressure members of a particularistic group to conform to some canonical definition of that
identity can be—no less so than practices or institutions that pressure structurally disadvantaged minorities to assimilate to a dominant and/or majority
culture—nontrivial forms of domination.
Let me illustrate by returning to the example of black racial identities in
the United States. The legal theorist Richard Thompson Ford has advanced a
compelling case against what he characterizes as legally inscribed “rights to
difference,” including (but not limited to) rights to racial difference.27 Arguing
against legal protections for differences that are presumed to be rooted in
the distinctive cultures of racial groups (from aesthetic differences, such as
an alleged African American preference for a “corn row” hairstyle, to ethical
differences, such as an alleged African American acceptance of early and
single motherhood). Ford makes the case that such forms of recognition do
not simply affirm and acknowledge but instead help produce and reproduce
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the very differences they protect.28 In so doing, rights to difference function,
in his words, as “exercises of power—attempts to legitimate a particular and
controversial account of group culture over the objection of those who
would reject or challenge that account.”29 In a democratic political society,
Ford’s claim is, law should aim, not to protect and to preserve alleged cultural differences that distinguish races (or others groups), but rather to
reverse deeply entrenched patterns of racial (and other forms of) inequality
and subjugation.
For theorists of multicultural accommodation who accept this line of critique, recognition in its specifically democratic form aims, not to ensure the
survival or the stability or the integrity of particular groups, so much as to
subvert hierarchical relations of power. Its end is political freedom, as defined
at the start of this section: nondomination, or a state in which all who are
(potentially) affected by a collective norm are enabled to participate in its
making and remaking. Institutions associated with the recognition of (some)
particularistic groups are often key to promoting political freedom thus understood, but precisely because hierarchical relations of power tend to follow
group lines. In a multicultural political society, members of particularistic
groups often have distinctive perspectives on political life. They very often
have distinctive experiences, interests, preferences, and needs. They often
have distinctive understandings of collective problems, as well, and also of
possible and desirable solutions to those problems.
For these reasons, nondomination can require (some forms of) recognition.
It can require group representation, for instance, or other (political) group rights.
Nevertheless, because power relations do not stop at the boundaries that define
particularistic groups, political recognition, when understood as a means to
promoting nondomination, requires attention to the power relations within, as
well to those that cross, social group boundaries. It is this insight that most clearly
distinguishes recent, expressly anti-essentialist theorists of multicultural accommodation from the strong multiculturalists (such as Taylor) who launched the
contemporary debate on “the politics of recognition.”

Deliberation as Nondomination
I want to return now to deliberative democratic theory, in order to highlight
what I will suggest is a similar complexity within that body of work: a complexity centered on, not assumptions about political identities and motivations,
so much as normative democratic principles themselves. The complexity internal to deliberative democratic theory centers, in particular, on the normative
status of a political orientation toward mutual agreement.
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Almost all deliberative democrats acknowledge that on many questions,
and in many political contexts, mutual agreement or the consensus of all
affected may be unrealizable. In John Dryzek’s words, “The ideal of consensus has long been rejected by most deliberative democrats, even those sympathetic to the Habermasian tradition where consensus once played a central
role in the counterfactual standard of the ideal speech situation, though their
opponents have not always noticed.”30 Many nonetheless aspire toward a
politics that approximates as closely as possible what they characterize as a
democratic norm of uncoerced rational agreement. By their view, democratic
legitimacy is a function of the minimization in political decision making of
all force except (to quote Jürgen Habermas’s oft-quoted slogan) “the force of
the better of the argument.” Although participants in collective decisionmaking processes need not actually reach consensus in order to arrive at
collective decisions that are democratically legitimate (the claim is), they
should engage in decision-making processes that are oriented toward achieving agreement. Ideally, each participant should internalize such an orientation. Each should be internally motivated, that is, to advance political claims
and reasons that all affected might, in principle, accept. Each should be internally motivated, as well, to listen receptively to such claims when they are
advanced by others. If, as is often the case, participants are not motivated to
deliberate in ways that are “reasonable” in this (Rawlsian) sense of that word,
then they should be constrained by procedural rules and by other political
institutions to do so.31
Such is the position to which many who call themselves “deliberative
democrats” subscribe. Still, at least some theorists of democratic deliberation
have moved away from this consensualist reading of the deliberative ideal.
At least some deliberative democrats, in other words, not only acknowledge
disagreement as an empirical fact about democratic politics, but further assign
to disagreement positive value. James Tully, to cite one prominent example,
adopts this position. He makes the case that a contestatory or an agonistic
engagement among subjects is neither an obstacle to be overcome nor a mere
means to a (consensual) end, but an inherently valuable part of deliberative
democratic engagement.32
At first blush, it may seem odd to characterize such a position as a form of
deliberative democracy, since many of those who argue for contestatory versions of democratic politics take pains to contrast their views with the deliberative democratic ideal.33 One can usefully distinguish, however, between
what we might call “radical agonists” and contestatory deliberative democrats by focusing on the value each assigns to political contestation. Radical
agonists value contestation principally because they value the destabilization
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and the repeated revision of laws and other collective decisions.34 Theorists
of contestatory deliberation, by contrast, value agonism because they understand contestation to be a necessary condition for democratic freedom in political life. In Tully’s words, “The democratic freedom to disagree and enter
into agonistic negotiations over the prevailing constitutional arrangements
(or some subset of them) and the dominant theory of justice that justifies
them . . . is precisely the practice of thought and action that keeps them from
becoming sedimented—either taken for granted or taken as the universal, necessary and obligatory arrangements.”35 By this view, in any political context
characterized by plurality and interdependence, people cannot be free, in the
negative sense of “not interfered with.”36 Nor can they be free in the positive
sense of “governed only by laws and rules to which they consent.”37 Instead,
the democrat takes as her normative end a specifically political freedom: a
social capacity to participate as an agent in the making and the remaking of
relations of power, that is, to participate in free and equal struggles over the
moral and ethical principles, and over the laws and other collective decisions
through which they govern their lives together.
If we conceptualize freedom this way—as nondomination—we can understand the impulse (shared by many deliberative democrats) to maximize
political agreement, to get as close as possible to full consensus about collective ends and collective means, as a response to one important dimension of
political unfreedom. Call this dimension inter-agentive domination. This form
of unfreedom, and its inverse—inter-agentive political freedom—are functions of the distribution among agents of the social capacity to influence the
terms of collective life. I am unfree (along this first dimension) if and to the
extent that I am ruled over by an individual agent or by a collective agent who
is unresponsive to my values and principles, my political claims, my interests
and needs. It is this dimension Philip Pettit has in mind when he cites Thomas
Paine’s contemptuous definition of monarchy: “It means arbitrary power in
an individual person; in the exercise of which himself, and not the res-publica,
is the object.”38 I am unfree along this dimension if the king is enabled to make
decisions that affect me “arbitrarily”: that is, according to his own wishes and
desires, and without reference to mine.39 Or, to cite an example from a democratic political system: I am unfree along this first dimension if I am a member of a structurally disadvantaged minority group in my political society,
and if collective decisions are made in a strictly majoritarian fashion, such
that my input never counts.
Along this first dimension, my freedom requires my effective participation
and/or representation in the processes that determine the laws and the rules by
which I am governed. Along this first dimension, our freedom—your government
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and mine in ways are responsive to your claims and mine—is necessarily
enhanced when we engage one another in ways that yield (or at least, that bring
us as close as possible to) mutual agreement about shared ends and means. If
you and I agree about what our moral and ethical principles are, and about how
we should interpret and prioritize those principles, if you and I agree about
what our collective problems are, and about how we should address those problems, then when we make decisions together, and when we act together on the
decisions we have made, neither one of us dominates the other. Realizing consensus eliminates, and approximating consensus diminishes, the distributive
problems associated with inter-agentive political freedom.
But, as Tully underscores, and as many deliberative democrats no doubt
would acknowledge, there is a second dimension to both political freedom
and unfreedom. It is this second dimension—call it systemic (non)domination—
to which the contestatory deliberative theorist draws attention. People can be
unfree, even when they are not subjected to the will of some other person or
persons. People can be unfree when they are subjected to social, yet impersonal
forms of power, like the power of deeply entrenched constitutional arrangements, or unquestioned principles, or norms that have been sacralized or naturalized or otherwise universalized. Hence the contestatory democrat worries,
not only about the distribution in (and beyond) a given political society of the
capacity to challenge and to change institutions, laws, and norms, but also
about the overall or the social level of that capacity. She worries, in other
words, about the malleability of power relations: about their responsiveness
to the human subjects whose lives they govern.40
This second dimension of (non)domination is analytically distinct from
the first. Although inter-agentive and systemic nondomination very often
appear together, they need not. Systemic domination can equally affect all
participants in a power relation, as when, for example, all believe and conform to a religious doctrine that, let us stipulate, is false. Systemic domination can equally affect all participants in a power relation characterized by
inter-agentive domination, as well. Suppose, for example, all men and all
women in a patriarchal society regard gender norms as natural, because biologically rooted, and as invulnerable to critique, challenge, and change. If so,
men are dominated systemically, as participants in power relations defined
by norms of femininity and masculinity. Men are dominated systemically,
even as the terms of power relations enable them to dominate women interagentively. In short, to the extent that people fail to act to challenge and change
particular norms, principles, and institutions because they regard them as natural, inevitable, or otherwise unalterable, they are (along this second, systemic
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dimension) unfree. They are unfree even if they are privileged agents, in the
sense that they are advantaged by extant rules and relations.41
It is worth underscoring that, in positively valuating this second dimension
of political freedom, contestatory democrats are far from anti-deliberative.
Indeed, their claims fit squarely with key arguments advanced by mainstream
theorists of democratic deliberation. It is, after all, not only the force exerted by
other human agents, but also the force exerted by deeply ingrained habits, by
unexamined traditions, and by excessive routinization that Habermas and
Habermasians oppose to “the force of the better argument.”42 Still, by drawing
attention to such impersonal forms of (non)domination, contestatory democrats
raise important questions about the value to democracy of an orientation (whether
internally motivated or externally induced) to mutual agreement. The more settled, the more institutionally safeguarded, the more doxic a given set of collective ends, norms, or values, their claim is, the more likely it is that a constraint to
deliberate with a view to achieving agreement will promote unfreedom along
this systemic dimension. Democrats, they argue, should encourage and support
not only forms of political engagement and communication that are reasonable
in the Rawlsian sense, but also unruly forms of engagement, and consensusdisrupting forms of communication: political practices aimed less at persuading one’s opponents, or moving with them toward consensus, than unsettling
the terms of long-standing relations of power. The politics that best guard
against impersonal or systemic domination are politics in which opponents
struggle with one another to critique or to defend, and sometimes to transform,
the power relations in which they participate.

Inter-agentive and Systemic (Non)domination
Democrats aim, then, for at least two analytically distinct forms of political freedom: two dimensions of nondomination that do not covary. (Some) democratic
theorists of multicultural accommodation and (some) theorists of democratic
deliberation aim for freedom from rule that is arbitrary, in the sense that it
does not track the claims or the interests of all. Stated positively, they aim for
political inclusiveness and equality in collective norm making. Consider, again,
the democratic argument for the political recognition of African Americans.
This argument is an argument for advancing inter-agentive nondomination,
by ensuring that the claims and interests of members of this structurally disadvantaged minority group count in the processes of making the collective
decisions that affect them. To the extent that political inclusion requires adherence to the particularistic standards and values of the racially dominant, black
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Americans are unfree along the first, inter-agentive dimension. They are ruled
over by people whose particularistic ends, experiences, and values effectively
set the terms of collective debate and decision.
When deliberative democrats take up a case like this one, they worry, as
well, about inter-agentive political freedom. Black Americans are ruled over,
deliberative democrats reason, if they are made, as the result of decision procedures that simply aggregate people’s private preferences, to endure what
they regard to be unacceptable collective decisions: unjust distributions of
resources and opportunities, for instance. The democratic argument for deliberation across lines of racial difference follows from the intuition that decision processes oriented toward mutual agreement will, by mitigating crude
majoritarianism, promote inter-agentive nondomination.
At the same time, however, many recent democratic theorists of multicultural accommodation and at least some recent theorists of democratic
deliberation aim for political freedom along the second (systemic) dimension
sketched above. Aspirations for systemic nondomination spawn complexities
internal to debates within both deliberative and multicultural theory. Table 1
represents these complexities.
The top right corner represents the multiculturalist’s aspiration to systemic
nondomination. If democratic theorists of multicultural accommodation aspire
for all to enjoy an agentive relation to the terms of the power relations in
which they participate—to the laws, rules, conventions, and other collective
norms through which they govern their lives—then, of course, they aspire for
such a relation to the standards and values that define identities. As argued
in section three, most contemporary democratic theorists of multicultural
accommodation aim not for identities that are fixed or static—identities people
passively inherit, or that they experience as quasi-natural—but for affiliations
that agents interpret, evaluate, and re-create, acting together with others toward
whom they feel a solidaristic attachment. To continue with the example of
African American racial identity, even theorists who stress the importance
of the social acknowledgment and the affirmation of the “cultural” aspects of
black American identity do not assume it to be, and do not hope it will become,
so firmly rooted in tradition as to be unresponsive to internal critique and
reinterpretation. Instead, many multiculturalists see African American identity (like other identities) as an affiliation that actors can—and that they
should—interrogate and challenge: as one they should refashion, through
collective decisions about how to relate to those traditions and those customs
that at present define it.
In a similar vein, many theorists of deliberative democracy aspire for participants in political deliberation to have an agentive relation to both the
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Table 1. Complexities Internal to Debates within Deliberative and Multicultural
Democratic Theory
Aspiration to interagentive nondomination
Theories of multicultural
accommodation

Concern to protect
group rights/promote
group recognition

Theories of deliberative
democracy

Concern to promote an
orientation toward
mutual agreement

Aspiration to systemic
nondomination
Concern to enable
collective challenge
and revision to
group identities and
boundaries
Concern to promote
the contestation of
principles, rules, and
other norms

outcomes of deliberative processes and also the standards that guide those
processes. This aspiration is represented by the bottom right corner of the
table. In a deliberative exchange centered on how to distribute resources and
opportunities, for example, most deliberative democrats would reject as illegitimate any exchange that resulted in the unreflective endorsement of a putatively just distribution. Their hope is that the rules that govern the distribution
of goods in (and beyond) a given society, as well as the procedural rules that
govern the processes through which that distribution is determined, are rules
that are, or that in principle could be, freely endorsed by all affected after full
and rational consideration of their costs and consequences.
The left-hand column represents multiculturalist (top) and deliberative
democratic (bottom) aspirations to inter-agentive nondomination. In neither
case, it is worth noting, do the aspirations that follow from positively valuating both dimensions of political freedom stand in a necessary opposition to
one another. Across the bottom (deliberative) row, one can at least imagine a
fully reflective and contestatory democratic politics that yields a Rousseauian
General Will, engendering nondomination along both the inter-agentive and
systemic dimensions. Government, in a case like this, would promote the good
of all. No individual or collective agent would rule over another without
tracking her interests, and each person would stand in an agentive relation to
the laws and the other norms that govern her life. Similarly, across the top
(multiculturalist) row, one can imagine an open and inclusive process of (re)
defining some particularistic identity, which produces agreement among all
about group norms and boundaries. If such agreement were accompanied by
the political recognition of the (uncontroversial) identity, then aspirations for
inter-agentive and systemic nondomination would be realized.
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In every existing political society, however, these two aspirations do stand
in tension to one another, because of the plurality of material interests, social
solidarities and attachments, and ethical values. In every existing political
society, then, critical reflection about the terms of power relations, and inclusive
and egalitarian processes centered on defining and redefining those terms,
will lead different actors to will different political outcomes. Hence the paradox for democrats who value human plurality (democrats, i.e., who not only
acknowledge plurality to be a fact about the human condition but also view it
as an important and worthwhile aspect of human beings) is that the very trait
we prize militates against resolving the tension at the heart of our political
aspirations.
How should such democrats approach the task of evaluating and (re)designing institutions and practices? We should do so with a view to ensuring people can act on the terms of the power relations in which they participate. Recall
the discussion, in the first and second sections, of arguments for the “descriptive representation” of African Americans. In the United States today, the
single-member plurality (or “first-past-the-post”) electoral system is an
important example of an institution that contributes to the political unfreedom of black Americans. Because voters in congressional districts each cast
a single ballot, and because in each district the candidate with the largest
share of votes wins, African Americans (along with other structurally disadvantaged minorities) are underrepresented in the national legislature.43 After
the Voting Rights Act (VRA) of 1965, and especially the 1982 amendments
to the VRA, much of the focus of institutional reform has been on “raceconscious” or “majority–minority” districting: a change that, evidence suggests, does increase the number of African American representatives elected
to Congress.44 But critics argue that race-conscious districting trades (to use
the terminology introduced above) one form of inter-agentive domination
for another. It grants disproportionate power to political conservatives, and
in particular to conservatives who oppose civil rights legislation, social welfare policies, and other laws and policies favored disproportionately by black
voters, because it concentrates the latter, rather than spreading them across
multiracial districts, where they can form majorities with liberal whites.45
What is more, critics charge, because it reduces the percentage of black constituents in majority-white districts, race-conscious districting encourages
white representatives in such districts to ignore black voters’ claims and
interests.46 Race-conscious districting promotes systemic domination, as
well, other critics argue, because it requires state actors to categorize voters
by race, institutionalizing extant definitions of racial identity and difference.47 A better alternative is a system of proportional representation (PR),
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which promotes electoral success for minority and structurally disadvantaged
groups, while permitting people to form into constituencies (based on any
particularistic identity, or on none) voluntarily.48
To be sure, different contexts will require different institutional remedies.
As noted above, for groups whose members aim to achieve political autonomy, promoting inter-agentive and systemic nondomination may require
establishing entirely separate political institutions. In the case of black
Americans and other groups that are territorially concentrated, but aim for
equal standing rather than autonomy, it will require attention, not only to
national, but also to local political institutions. Much attention has been focused
on the consequences for African Americans of single-member, compared
with at-large electoral districts.49 Because the American system of local governance is exceedingly fragmented, however, at least as important is local
government law, which shapes inter-municipal relations of power. The fragmentation of government enables suburban municipalities to make significant political decisions autonomously: decisions to pass exclusionary zoning
ordinances, for instance, effectively preventing would-be residents from
moving to their jurisdictions, and also decisions to raise and to spend tax
monies funding public schools and other services, which they make available
to residents only. Fragmentation thus enables the privileged—in the context
of state-enabled racial residential segregation, the racially privileged—to act
in ways that profoundly affect the disadvantaged, and to do so without engaging them politically.50
It is for this reason that some make the case for the centralization of governance functions to the metropolitan and/or the regional level, while others
argue for redrawing municipal and other jurisdictional boundaries with a view
to promoting political equality and inclusiveness in government.51 While both
sets of proposals aim at promoting what I have called inter-agentive nondomination, a third—cross-jurisdictional voting—aims for system nondomination, as well.52 Much like PR, cross-jurisdictional voting permits people to
form and to re-form political constituencies. But it goes further, detaching
constituency formation from place of residence.53
In the case of the contemporary American metropolis, for example, it would
enable city dwellers and residents of inner-ring suburbs to vote in the elections
of neighboring affluent suburban municipalities, whose decisions significantly
affect where they can live and what public services they can enjoy.
Each of these proposals has its practical strengths and its limitations. I will
not attempt to evaluate them here.54 I cite them, instead, because I want to draw
attention to the basic principles that animate them: principles that should animate similar attempts to promote political freedom in other contexts. Democratic
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institutions and practices should promote inter-agentive nondomination, by
enabling all to participate in making and remaking the relations of power that
affect them. Specifically, they should grant the disadvantaged the capacity to
act in concert with others to change (or to maintain) the laws and other collective norms that bind them, and they should constrain the privileged to engage
politically those whom their actions affect. In addition, they should promote
systemic nondomination, by granting all who participate in power relations—
the privileged, as well as the disadvantaged—the collective power to problematize, and to revise or remake them.

Conclusion
The starting point for this essay was an apparent tension between two bodies
of theoretical work: between, on one hand, theories of democratic deliberation, and on the other, democratic theories of multicultural accommodation.
This tension, I have suggested, is less severe than it may at first seem. There
is an important sense in which at least some major contributors to these two
schools of thought converge on an ideal of political freedom or nondomination. At the same time, I have drawn attention to nontrivial challenges inherent in efforts to realize this ideal in the context of a modern, multicultural
democracy. Democrats want to be free from arbitrary forms of inter-agentive
power, I have stressed: an aspiration that urges both the political recognition
of particularistic identities and the political cultivation of an orientation toward
agreement. At the same time, we want to be free from unreflective adherence
to constructed social norms and standards, and from what we might think of
as “institutional inertia”: an aspiration that urges the critical interrogation of
identities and the cultivation of political contest.
What is the best response to the challenge of promoting nondomination in
a multicultural democracy? It is to articulate guidelines for developing institutions and practices that help manage the tension between inter-agentive and
systemic nondomination under conditions of human plurality. One important
guideline is that institutions should constrain those agents who would act in
ways that affect collective norms to engage politically the other agents those
norms affect. Such engagement should be politically egalitarian; at the limit,
no single participant in a relation of power, and no subset of participants,
should be enabled to act unilaterally to affect its terms. A second guideline is
that institutions should render the terms of power relations in principle open
to political challenge and revision. To say so is not to imply that constant
change is necessary, or desirable. But change must be possible. To the extent
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that the terms of power relations are removed from the reach of some or all
participants, the political freedom of those agents is abridged.
In this essay I illustrated these guidelines by applying them to a single
case: power relations involving the racially privileged and the racially disadvantaged in the contemporary United States. Of course, which particular
institutions these principles recommend will vary with case and with context.
In some instances, the political recognition of particularistic group identities
may be key to promoting nondomination. In others, it may be important for
democrats to cultivate the public give-and-take of reasons. As argued above,
however, simply recognizing extant identities, or simply encouraging political interaction oriented toward agreement will rarely, if ever, suffice. The
challenge, instead, is to structure institutions and practices such that they
encourage inter-agentive and systemic political freedom, promoting egalitarian and open struggles over principles, and over collective ends and means.
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example, the logic of the argument can be extended to multiple groups structured
around racial (and other) relations of power.
The term “descriptive representation” is from Hanna Pitkin, who is famously
ambivalent toward this form of representation. See Pitkin, The Concept of
Representation (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 1967), chap. 4.
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or Latino Do?” American Political Science Review 96, no. 4 (December 2002):
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Charles Taylor, “The Politics of Recognition,” in Multiculturalism: Examining
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